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success last year, we had high hopes that  
we could repeat the achievement because we 
were well prepared and also had the product  
to back it up.

“We were determined to defend the title and 
did an even better job this time around. Each 
premium brand has something to bring to the 
table, but I strongly believe that Wiley X can 
match anything our rivals can deliver. We offer 
something that no one else can.

“This includes safety certification that brings 
credibility to the brand and product, alongside 
our Gasket System, which is a world first.”

Wæver is justifiably proud of Wiley X’s last 
two appearances at Europe’s top tackle trade 
show. “Entering twice and winning twice brings 
credibility to Wiley X as a brand. Last year’s 
success gave us a power boost and we received 
a lot of positive reaction from our distributors 
who enjoyed being part of a winning team and 
wanted the party to continue. 

“When we win our partners win – it instils 
within them a feel-good factor that can only be 
advantageous for the business.” 

With two consecutive awards under its belt, 
Wæver is planning to build on that success and 
secure a third success in Brussels next year.  
It would take a brave person to bet against it. T: +45 2217 4950   E: tw@wileyx.eu   www.wileyx.eu

Monofilament line production is the 
bedrock of what Singapore-based 
OEM supplier, FirstDart Fishing 
Tackle, is all about.

So the company was delighted to 
win that category of the awards for 
its FD RXi Fluorocarbon Pike  
Leader. “It was a pleasant surprise  
to be recognised in what we  
consider our expertise – the  
extrusion of monofilament line,” 
said Sandy Ogata, FirstDart’s  
International Export Manager.

“We have diversified along the 
way, but mono will always be the 
main part of our business and we 
will continue to improve and  
innovate.

“The FD RXi Fluoro was  
designed to offer a performance 
line in the economy range with 
one of the best price/performance 
ratios on the market. It is a line that 

T: +65 7836 243741    

E: info@firstdart.com  www.firstdart.com

FirstDart confirms its place as a mono leader 

Protective eyewear manufacturer Wiley X was 
determined to defend the title it won at  
EFTTEX last year.

The company entered the Best New Product 
Awards for the first time in Hungary and broke 
the dominance of a rival brand which had had 
the category all to itself until that point. 

The company’s EMEA Vice President and 
Outdoor Director, Thomas Wæver, told Angling 
International: “Coming to Amsterdam after our 

delivers in strength and 
hardness and is available 
in different colours on 
request.”

The company’s success 
in the awards was the 
highlight of a show that 
‘always delivers’. Ogata 

said: “In addition to 
meeting our existing cus-

tomers, we are always looking 
at getting feedback for new fishing 
lines that we are working on. The 
FD RXi Fluoro was tested at the 
casting pool and received favourable 
comments. We received a good  
response for our economical range 
of braided lines and fluorocarbon 
and the award was affirmation of 
that. The trend will continue.”

Above: International Export Manager Sandy Ogata and EMEA Sales Manager, Zbynek Tetek.

Best New Monofilament FIRST DART FD RXI FluoRocARbon

WIlEY X  nASH WITH KRYPTEK AlTITuDEBest New Eyewear

Inside an award  
winning product 
The U-shape combines with the 
Kryptek Altitude pattern frame to 
create a ‘cool’ look, but it’s not just 
about appearance. The smoke green 
platinum flash polycarbonate lenses 
offer full clarity with no distortions 
and it has a mounted Japanese 
polarised filter with a tolerance of 
just 1.67%.

Lightweight, it comes with  
replaceable scratch-resistant and 
anti-reflective lenses that kill all 
back and side light. It meets both 
US and EU certified safety  
standards.

Wiley X EMEA VP: When 
we win, our partners win

Above: the Wiley X Nash 
with Kryptek Altitude.

Left: Thomas Wæver 
with the EFTTEX award.
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